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Lee Morgan, trumpet; Wayne Shorter,tenor sax; Herbie Hancock, piano;  
Bobby Hutcherson, vibes; Ron Carter, bass; Billy Higgins, drums. 

1. The Procrastinator (Lee Morgan) 8:05 
2. Party Time (Lee Morgan) 6:00 
3. Dear Sir (Wayne Shorter) 6:53 
4. Stopstart (Lee Morgan) 6:09 
5. Rio (Wayne Shorter) 6:10 
6. Soft Touch (Lee Morgan) 7:00 
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Cover Photo by FRANCIS WOLFF 
Cover Design by PATRICK ROQUES 
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This album is prime mid-sixties Lee Morgan, in the company of five stellar associates. Billy 
Higgins had been Morgan's drummer from The Sidewinder forward; thus he and Morgan had 
recorded with Wayne Shorter (on Search For The New Land, and The Gigolo) and Herbie 
Hancock (Search and Cornbread). Bobby Hutcherson was the leading vibes innovator of the 
era and (like Morgan, Shorter and Hancock) a Blue Note contract artist: he had previously 
worked with Morgan on Grachan Moncur's Evolution. While Ron Carter's bass had not been 
heard behind Morgan he was perfectly compatible and, of course, he worked with Shorter 
and Hancock in the immortal Miles Davis Quintet of the time. One fascinating sidelight of the 
session is that it took place in the middle of the production of Davis' Nefertiti. 

"The Procrastinator" is a stunning Morgan composition with a variety of strengths. During the 
slow section, the main theme conveys a majesty akin to the classic "Search for the New 
Land," while the counter-melody on the bridge could pass for the work of John Lewis; once 
the tempo arrives, however, the line shows how perfectly it assumes a relaxed hard-bop 
lope. Morgan is extremely poised and, the pinpoint brilliance of his sound notwithstanding, 
mellow. Shorter sounds very Trane-ish, as he did on some of his own Blue Note dates of the 
time (and for the most part didn't with Miles), and Hutcherson is joyously fleet. Blue Note's 
"house" pianist of the time (Hancock, McCoy Tyner, Andrew Hill) always brought out the best 
in the vibist, and the value of Hancock's support here is unmistakable. The pianist lets his 
own lines soar, with minimal use of the left hand, and comments pithily behind the ensemble 
as he does throughout the session. 
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"Party Time," a staccato medium blues, shows the ability of these men to get into a groove 
without affectation. Hancock's subtle voicings and shifts in attack sound easy but are 
actually quite sophisticated, as are Shorter's beautiful simplicity and Morgan's tonal 
innuendos. 

Shorter's "Dear Sir" takes the sextet into the ethereal atmosphere of the Davis quintet. The 
slow, calmly twisting 16-bar line floats in characteristic Shorter fashion with harmonic 
modulations and rhythmic emphasis appearing at unexpected places. In the tenor solo we 
hear a different Shorter from "The Procrastinator," a quietly compassionate and highly 
intelligent voice that has synthesized Coltrane, Rollins, Young and Getz. Hutcherson, whose 
approach is quite different, achieves an incredible unity, of mood, and Hancock is this mood. 
The trumpet player on a piece like this must obviously confront Davis' example, and Morgan 
does sound uncommonly close to Miles in a solemn solo. 

Morgan's bright "Stop-Start" does just what the title implies. Everyone digs in and flies here 
(note the change in Shorter), with Hancock bouncing ideas between left and right hands in 
what might be called his "Blue Note style" (with Davis he often played what amounted to 
right-handed solos). Morgan breaks up his lines in order to play with the beat, creating the 
impression of a man whipping the music with controlled fury. There are moments of 
disorganization in the fours with Higgins, but they hardly impair "Stop-Start's" glowing 
energy. 

Carter begins "Rio" with some characteristically reverberating lines. Shorter's melody is a 
terse quasi-bossa nova, 14 bars in length, which has an infinite quality akin to so many of 
Wayne's pieces (like unravelling an onion skin). Hancock and Shorter are most adept in this 
setting, with the composer working in his enveloping lower register and displaying his 
elegant thematic bent. 

With its off-center intro by piano and bass and its stealthy theme, Morgan's "Soft Touch" 
displays some Shorterish sensitivity. This was the last recorded meeting of the two horn 
men, who had complemented each other so brilliantly since 1959 in the Jazz Messengers, 
and "Soft Touch" reminds us how each (in different ways) was a master of tantalizing 
ambiguity. Morgan's casual cockiness and Shorter's gruff nonchalance both work, aided by 
the taut rhythm section. Hutcherson piggybacks phrase on phrase and shows off his bright 
metallic sound, while Hancock seems to buff his already lucid ideas through repetition. Lee 
had recorded this tune with Jackie McLean in 1965 as "Slumber." 

--BOB BLUMENTHAL, from the liner notes, 
The Procrastinator, Blue Note. 
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"One reason I admire Lee today is that he's not jumping on bandwagons. He's 
sticking to Lee Morgan, and you either accept it or you don't." 

--Freddie Hubbard 

 

Freddie Hubbard replaced Lee Morgan in the Jazz Messengers in the summer of 1961, and 
for two years he wasn't heard from on the national jazz scene (one radio announcer, thinking 
him dead, programmed a Morgan memorial show which Lee heard). Like too many of his 
friends and associates, Morgan had been using heroin, and during this period he fought to 
get himself together in his native Philadelphia. From this low point he returned to New York 
in 1963, reestablished the Blue Note affiliation and, at year's end, recorded his greatest 
commercial success, The Sidewinder. The long-metered title blues was so popular that 
Chrysler Corp. used it behind an automobile ad shown during the 1965 World Series. 

When The Sidewinder became a hit Morgan was back with Art Blakey; he left in 1965 to 
work with his own bands and pursue the larger success his record sales promised. If greater 
fame and economic security proved illusory, Morgan was able to turn out a series of 
beautiful albums with the help of some of the period's finest artists. His playing was of a 
piece with his earlier work, only stronger; and aside from attempts to recreate the mood of 
"The Sidewinder," which became de rigeur on his and others' Blue Note sessions, the most 
notable change in Morgan was his involvement in composition. Morgan wrote minimally 
through 1961, using his early albums to spotlight the work of Philadelphia composers Benny 
Golson, Owen Marshall and Cal Massey; beginning in 1963, however, Morgan let his own 
tunes be heard. 

The last four years of Morgan's life saw him become increasingly vocal about the neglect of 
jazz by American society in general and the media in particular. In liner notes interviews he 
argued for government and media support, and he was one of the leaders of the Jazz and 
People's Movement which demonstrated during the taping of talk and variety shows during 
1970-71. This increased social awareness seemed to signal a new era for Morgan where 
self-indulgence (characterized in the '60s by his song titles, which were often word-plays on 
his name) gave way to communal concerns. Again, the musical changes were less overt, as 
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he retained all of the earlier passion and straight-ahead swing but now shared compositional 
responsibility among several members of his working quintets. 

Morgan's later bands featured Bennie Maupin or Billy Harper in the reed chair, and 
maintained links with the leader's hard-bop heritage at a time when many of Morgan's peers 
began dabbling in electricity. An increased use of modes and complex rhythms, plus his own 
innate intensity, kept Morgan's music from sounding dated, but somehow he retained the 
image of his Jazz Messenger days. The cover of his last album (Lee Morgan BST84901), 
captures his slightly dated souciance as Morgan stares coolly at the camera dressed in suit, 
tie and dark glasses. (I doubt that anyone else in his band was similarly attired.) 

Larry Mizell reportedly created the album that Donald Byrd recorded as Black Byrd (an 
album which revealed the growing jazz crossover market) as a vehicle for Morgan, but it 
remains questionable whether Morgan could have adjusted to the demands of contemporary 
pop stardom. For, as Freddie Hubbard noted in the aforementioned interview, "One reason I 
admire Lee today is that he's not jumping on bandwagons. He's sticking to Lee Morgan, and 
you either accept it or you don't." 

Suddenly, though, Morgan was gone. On the evening of February 19, 1972 his common law 
wife shot and killed him during an argument at Slugs'. Only after the tragedy did his 
monumental talent, taken for granted during his lifetime, slowly begin to gain its proper share 
of recognition. Lee Morgan's presence on a record date is now viewed as a guarantee of 
quality, and deleted albums under his name are valuable collector's items. The respect many 
feel for his achievement, like the music on this excellent collection, was unnecessarily 
delayed. When will we ever learn? 

--BOB BLUMENTHAL, from the liner notes, 
The Procrastinator, Blue Note. 
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